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ABSTRACT
On March 27, 1968 the UCLA magnetometer on board the
inbound OGO 5 satellite recorded an inward motion of the
magnetopause by about 2 Re in two hours. It is shown that
this inward motion was associated with a reversal of the
vertical component of the interplanetary field from northward
to southward, the solar wind momentum flux remaining constant.
The inward shift did not produce any compression of the
magnetospheric cavity which implies a transfer of magnetic
flux from the dayside magnetosphere to the tail.-'the growth
phase of a substorm was observed less than half an hour
following the beginning of the inward motion. It is emphasized
that the position of the magnetopause after the inward shift
cannot be explained in terms of the -available-models.
.............	 .
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I. Introduction
A strong and fundamental competence in staff and facilities
in materials science and solid state physics and chemistry ha:3
been developed at Rice University during the past decade as a
consequence of the sLippor_t of the National Aeronautics and Space
administration. Through the cooperative efforts of Rice and NASA,
a strong interdisciplinary curriculum and research effort has been
established. This program seeks to attain the following goals:
1. The development of an interdisciplinary program of
fundamental research in solids. The involvement of
staff and graduate students in original research has
led to the development of competence in techniques and
material facilities that can be of great relevance for
the solution of NASA problems.
2. The development of a broad educational program in solids
that involves investigators and graduate students from
all university departments which are engaged in
materials-related research.
3. The development of methods to increase the use of the
competence created by this program for a more specific
interaction with individual investigators and materials
problems in the NASA laboratories.
To achieve these goals, funds from this grant have been used
to support the research of investigators from seven university
departments. As a consequence of thissupport, the accomplishments
summarized below were made possible during the prejent reporting
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Introduction
Studies of the relation between the orientation of the
interplanetary magnetic field and the geomagnetic activity
recorded by ground observatories have indicated that a south-
ward oriented interplanetary field seems to be more effective
for triggering magnetic substorms, micropulsations and, in
general, is correlated with an elevated Kp index (Fairfield
and Cahill, 1966; Rostoker and Falthammar, 1967; Schatten and
Wilcox, 1967; Wilcox, et. al., 1967; Zelwer, et. al., 1967;
Nishida, 1968). There is rather general agreement that during
a substorm, owing to tangential stress between the magnetosphere
and the solar wind, magnetic flux is continually moved into
the tail; this magnetic flux is stored and the corresponding
energy is released sporadically producing substorms (Axford
1965, Atkinson, 1966; Siscoe and Cummings 1969). If the tail
magnetic flux increases before substorms, the magnetic flux
on the dayside magnetosphere should decrease and consequently
the dayside magnetopause should be closer to earth. This has
been proved theoretically by Unti and Atkinson (1968); however,
from thejr two dimensional Chapman-Ferraro model, they concluded
that the inward displacement of the nose associated with an
increase in the tail flux was rather small. From an experimental
point of view, Patel and Dessler (1966) studied the relation
between the magnetopause radius and the three hour a p index.
The results were too scattered to allow any conclusion to be
drawn, but the three hour a index is certainly not the relevant
P
2parameter to be considered if one wants to delineate the time
sequence just before a substorm.
It seems logical to assume the existence of some change
in the dayside magnetopause associated with the substorm
sequence, e.g., inward motion before the substorm, and outward
motion produced by the increased ring current after the
substorm. If the triggering of substorms is related both to
the orientation of the interplanetary field and to the position
of the dayside magnetopause there should be some relation
between the latter quantities.
From a theoretical point of view, the study of the shape
and position of the magnetopause is based on the assumption
of equilibrium of the pressure on the two sides of the boundary,
(Mead and Beard, 1964; Lees, 1964; Spreiter, et. al., 1966;
Spreiter and Alksne, 1969). The external pressure is obtained
from various models of the interplanetary magnetic field and
of the solar wind plasma flow, and may include elastic or
inelastic collisions of the particles with the boundary.
The internal pressure is supplied by the magnetic field alone;
the magnetic field is the sum of the earth's field plus the
field of the magnetopause surface currents, which may be
calculated self-consistently, or from an image dipole.
Schield (1969) has added the effect of a ring current.
The orientation of the interplanetary field is not
considered as a relevant parameter of the boundary position
i3
in these studies except in the papers of Lees (1964) and Shield
,(1969). These calculations predict an increase o-f the nose
distance when the orientation of the magnetic field changes
from horizontal (parallel to the main plasma flow) to vertical
southward. This prediction disagrees with the phenomenological'
argument we have presented above, which as we shall demonstrate,
is borne out by our observations.
The aim of this paper is to present observations of the
following time sequence: a reversal of the vertical component
of the interplanetary magnetic field from northward to southward
is immediately followed by a. significant inward motion of the
magnetopause and later by a substorm. The data presented covers
an interval of less than three hours on March 27, 1968 during a
sequence of multiple crossings of the magnetopause. OGO-5 was
inbound, and this allowed us to detect an important inward
motion of the magnetopause. We use primarily data from.the
UCLA triaxial fluxgate, magnetometer aboard the OGO-5 satellite.
The necessary information about the experiment is provided in
Section 2. The solar• wind parameters measured from the MIT
and Ames experiments aboard Explore: 35 were kindly made
available by Dr. J.H. Binsack of MIT and Drs. C.P. Sonett and
D.S. Colburn at Ames. Together these experiments demonstrate
that the inward shift was not caused by an increase of the
solar wind momentum flux but can be clearly associated with a
reversal of the vertical component of the solar wind magnetic
field. The position of the boundary after the reversal, as
4stated, does not fit with the theoretical prediction of Lees
(1964). This suggests that corrections should be made to
the models of the laminar flow interaction of the solar wind
with the geomagnetic cavity. A study of ground magnetograms
shows the beginning of a substorm growth phase (McPherson, 1969)
less than half an hour after the beginning of the inward shift
of the dayside magnetopause. These various data are presented
in Section 3 and discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
2.	 The Experiment:
OGO-5 was launched on March 4, 1968 into a highly elliptic
orbit with an apogee of 24.4 Re geocentric and perigee at an
altitude of 300 km. The height of perigee, however, has
increased at a rate of over an earth radius per year with a
corresponding decrease in apogee. Apogee initially was at
0900 LT and due to the earth's orbital motion occurred at
successively earlier local times for succeeding orbits. The
orbital plane was so inclined that outbound passes crosse.
the magnetopause well above the magnetospheric equator whereas
inbound passes crossed the magnetopause close'to the magneto-
spheric equator.
The satellite carried an extensive set of energetic
particle and magnetic and electric field experiments. In
this paper we will be concerned mainly with the identification
of the magnetopause traversals. For this purpose, we have
used principally data from the UCLA triaxial fluxgate magnetometer.
7-
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This instrument is described in detail in a later article on
the structure of the magnetopause during this same period
(Aubry, et. al., 1970). We have also examined data from the
UCLA energetic electron spectrometer, the JPL solar wind
experiment, and the Lockheed ion mass spectrometer to corroborate
our identifications. Descriptions of these experiments are
given by Kivelson, et. al., (1970); Neugebauer, (1970) and
Harris and Sharp, (1969).
3.	 Observations
On March 27, 1968, the inbound OGO-5 satellite recorded
multiple crossings of the magnetopause during an interval of
more than two hours, from 1700 to 1915 UT. The one minute
averages of the magnetic field in the geocentric solar magneto-
spheric (GSM) coordinate system from 1500-2100 UT are shown
in Figure 1.
In Figure 2, 4.6 second averages of the magnetic field
data in the reference system of the satellite are presented
for the time interval from 1719 to 1919 UT. The figure consists
of three panels. Each panel refers to the same time interval
and contains forty minutes of data. The three components BXS'
BYS and BZS of the magnetic field in the reference system of
the satellite as well as the total field B T appear in each
panel. In this paper we will be concerned mainly with BXS
which is the component of the magnetic field along the XS axis
of the satellite reference system. For the period considered
0 	 6
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this axis is nearly antiparallel to the ZGSM axis (the angle varies
between 170 0 and 1800 ) and crossings of the magnetopause appear
as reversals of BXS , which is positive in the magnetosheath and
negative in the magnetosphere. In order to avoid any ambiguity,
these two regions are labelled in Figure 2 for the first
crossings.
Figure 3 gives the position of the satellite at the time
of the observation. The first clear encounter of the boundary
took place at 1700 UT (Fig. 1) when the geocentric distance of
the satellite was 12.81 Re, (point A in Fig. 3). The field
amplitude was about the same on both sides of the boundary;
only the horizontal component varied. The data from the V CLA
energetic electron spectrometer, the JPL solar wind experiment
and the Lockheed ion mass spectrometer confirm that OGO-5
entered the magnetosphere at 1700.
At 1730 a sequence of multiple crossings began, lasting
until 1915. The structure and the oscillations of the boundary
during this sequence are studied in an accompanying paper
(Aubry, et. al., 1970). We are interested here only in the
average inward shift'of the magnetopause. This sequence of
multiple crossings can be clearly divided into two parts:
before 1840 and after 1840. From 1730 to 1840 (points B and C
in Figures 2 and 3) the appearance of the magnetopause crossings
is consistent with a constant mean magnetopause position about
which the boundary oscillated with a period of from 3.5 to 6
7minutes. As the satellite proceeded radially inwards towards
this mean position it spent successively less time in the
magnetosheath and more time in the magnetosphere during each
oscillation. Around 1800 UT the time spent in each region was
about equal. This we take as the mean location of the magneto-
pause during the interval: 11.6 Re geocentric radial distance.
From 1800 to 1830, the pattern of crossings continues as OGO-5
moved inwards away from the mean position, successively
spending a larger fraction of each oscillation within the
magnetosphere.
From 1840 to 1916 (points C and D in Figs. 2 and 3) a
new pattern of crossings is evident. The general aspect of
the data changes owing to the presence of short period oscil-
lations (1 minute) with nearly the same amplitude as the long
period ones (5 to 7 minutes). Moreover, the particle flux
detected from 1840 to 1905 UT was extremely variable even on
the magnetospheric side of the boundary. During this period,
the satellite repeatedly was'located inside the magnetosheath.
In contrast, between 1818 and 1840 the satellite moved back
and forth between the magnetosphere and the sheet of current,
but did not reach the magnetosheath. Consequently, this
sequence of data.after 1840 corresponds to a new inward motion
of the average magnetopause. The last crossing of the boundary
occurred at a distance of about 9.9 Re.
F
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So far we have discussed only the position of the magneto-
pause; however, there was a very important change in the
magnetosheath field that can be seen in Figure 1. The field
in the magnetosheath was northward before 1700 (GSM Z component
positive in Figure 1) and become southward after 1730. Indeed
at each crossing after this time the field in the magnetosheath
appears to have been southward (GSM Z component negative).
The data from the NASA-Ames magnetometer aboard the Lunar
Orbiter Explorer 35 satellite were kindly made available by
C.P. Sonett and D.S. Colburn. The variation of the orientation
of the interplanetary field is shown in Figure 4. The position
of the moon is also shown in this figure. The direction moon-
earth makes an angle less than 12 0 with the X GSM axis and we
neglect this angle in the following argument. The velocity
of the solar wind at the time of observation was 470 km/sec
(J. Binsack personal communication). Owing to the presence of
fluctuations in the direction of the interplanetary field, it
is difficult to give the precise time of the reversal of this
field but one may reasonably claim that it occurred between
1710 and 1715. This reversal, convected by the solar wind, had
to travel to the magnetopause. We know the average direction
of the projection of the interplanetary magnetic field in the
equatorial plane (Fig. 4). If we use the model of Spreiter
and Alksne (1969) showing the deformation of magnetic field
lines between the bow shock and the magnetopause, it appears
that the reversal had to travel less than 60 Re in the inter-
a9
planetary medium befor,- ay perturbation reached the magneto-
pause near 0900 LT. That gives an upper limit of 14 minutes
for the travel time, so the field reversal should have reached
the magnetopause between 1724 and 1729.
On the satellite Explorer 33, at this time in the afternoon
magnetosheath, the NASA-Ames magnetometer detected the reversal
of the magnetosheath field between 1721 and 1727. At 1731
OGO-5 recorded the magnetopause moving inward and measured
a mainly horizontal magnetic field just outside the magnetopause.
We cannot determine, however, whether the spacecraft actually
entered the magnetosheath at this time or penetrated only the
current sheet of the magnetopause. During the next pass into
the magnetosheath, 10 minutes later, OGO-5 measured a southward
f ield .
There appears undoubtedly to be a relation between the
reversal of the field and the inward motion of the magnetopause.
However, owing to the inaccuracy in the reversal time (blurred by
magnetic field fluctuations).and to the uncertainty about a complete
crossing at 1731, it is difficult to compute accurately the time
constant involved in this relationship. Let us emphasize that the
MIT experiment aboard Explorer 35 detected no change in the solar
wind momentum flux associated with the change in the magnetic
field orientation. This point will be discussed later. After
1812, Explorer 35 passed behind the moon and so we cannot
check the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field after
r 1	 0
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this . time, but the magnetosheath field remained southward till
the end of our observation.
Let us analyze more carefully the inward shift of the
boundary. The projection of the orbit of OGO-5 in the GSM
equatorial plane is shown in Figure 3. From 1700 to 1915 UT
(points A and D on the graph) the distance between the space-
craft and this GSM equatorial plane varied from 1.7 to 0.04 Re.
At 1700 the satellite detected the magnetopause at A. at a
geocentric distance of 12.8 Re; the last crossing took place
at D, at about 10 Re. If we assume that the general shape of
the magnetopause did not change during this period, this implies
an inward motion of the nose from A' to D'.
To compute A' and D' we use the relation
R	 C
1+ecosO	 (1)
This is the equation of an ellipse with one focus at the earth
and with an eccentricity, e. The angle 0 is the sun-earth-
satellite angle. Using magnetopause crossings from the orbits
surrounding this orbit we find e - .35 gives the best fit to
our data. We may then take this equation and use it to find
the positions of the nose, A' and D', when the magnetopause
was encountered at A and D. Doing this we obtain distances
of 11.7 and 9.5 Re. The corresponding equatorial cross sections
of the boundary are drawn in Figure 3. Position D. however,
does not appear to be an average position of the boundary.
.	 •
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Taking the average position over the last sequence of crossings,
CD, we get a geocentric distance of 10.4 Re and a'corresponding
nose distance of 9.8 Re.
Summarizing the above observations, it appears that during
about 2 hours following the reversal of the interplanetary
field (from northward to southward) the magnetopause almost
continuously but not uniformly moved radially inwards. The
extrapolated position of the nose changed from 11.7 to 9.8 Re.
The velocity of the OGO 5 satellite normal to the boundary,
due to a fortunate coincidence roughly matched the change of
the magnetopause location until 1915.
4.	 The Possible Causes of the Inward Motion
Almost all instruments capable of resolving the magneto-
pause have observed multiple magnetopause crossings. Most
studies have centered on the oscillatory motion of the boundary
(Heppner, et. al., 1967; Smith and Davis, 1970). Cummings and
Coleman (1967) have studied the non-periodic motion but at a
disturbed time. During our interval (1700 to 1900 UT) DST was
moderate (-22 to -28y) and K  was 3. What, then, was the cause
or combination of causes of the inward motion? The solar wind
momentum flux might have changed, the ring current might have
decreased, and the interaction between the solar wind and the
cavity might have changed, or, in other words, the effective
viscosity at the boundary might have been altered.
..	 .
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4.1 Change in the Solar Wind Momentum Flux
The data from the MIT experiment aboard Explorer 35 for
the time of our observations were kindly made available to us
by Dr. J. Binsack. The following values of the parameters of
the solar wind plasma flow were measured.
Velocity: 470 km/s
Proton density: 3 cm-3
Temperature: 9.104oK
The fluctuations of the hourly averages around these values
were less than about 10% between 1200 UT and 2300 UT on March 27.
Now we can apply the formula given by Shield (1969)
relating the distance of the nose to the parameters of the
solar wind.
n(cm- 3 ) v2 (100 km/sec)	 RN	 16	 = 91.45 f 2 /K	 (2)
C 10	 J
where n is the proton density,
v is the solar wind velocity
RN is the geocentric distance of the nose in earth radii
f 2 /K * is the parameter of the interaction between the
solar wind and the magnetospheric cavity.'
We obtain with f 2=1 (image dipole) and K=1 (inelastic c,'.lision)
RN = 10.55 Re
Equation 1 allows us to draw the corresponding boundary (thick
line in Fig. 3). We note that the Mead and Beard model (1964)
would give a nose distance of 10 Re.
r'
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If we want to explain the shift in the position of the
boundary by a change in the momentum of the solar wind we
should find either -- a variation in velocity V 2 - V1 such that
V 2	 11.7
	 3	 1.7
V 1	9.8 )
which is ruled out by the Explorer 35 measurement -- or a
variation of density by a factor of 3 which could be caused by
an increase of the number of protons or by a change in the
composition of the solar wind leading to approximately 70%
protons and 30% alpha particles. The increase in proton
density is ruled out by the measurements 'of Explorer 35, and
the alternate hypothesis is highly improbable (Robbins, et. al.,
1970). Thus, we can reasonably consider that this shift of
about 2 Re of the magnetopause position is not produced by an
increase of the solar wind momentum.
4.2 Decrease in the Ring Current
The shift could have been caused by a decrease of the ring
current; such a decrease should correspond to a decrease of
the negative DST component. This DST is plotted in Fig. 5
and a small decrease of the negative component by 7y is
observed after 1700. (It will be shown in section 5 that this
7y variation corresponds effectively to a decrease of the ring
current). Shield (1969) computed the equatorial magnetic field
prod-aced by the quiet time ring current and obtained 40y at the
ground, so the 7y change corresponds to a less than 20% decrease
14
of the ring current. Also, from the values given by Shield
(1969, Table 2) it is possible to check that the total dis-
appearance of the ring current would produce a relative decrease
of the nose distance by 102. So the 20% decrease in the ring
current can only account for a 2% relative decrease of this
nose distance, i.e., about 0.2 Re and cannot explain the observed
1.9 Re inward shift.
4.3 Change in the Interaction Between the Solar Wind and
The Magnetospheric Cavity
We may try to relate the boundary displacement to a change
of pressure associated with a change of the parameter of inter-
action, f 2 /K, in Eq. (2). From this relation, knowing the
density and velocity of the solar wind as well as the distance
of the nose, one can compute the value of f 2 /K. This gives
f 2 /K = 1.9 for RN =	 11.7 Re
f 2 /K - 0.6 for RN =	 9.8 Re
We cannot discuss the first value of 1.9 because at this time
(1700 UT) the interplanetary magnetic field was northward and
so had a component parallel to the geomagnetic field; no
theoretical values of f 2 /K are available in this case. But
from the numbers given by Shield (1969, Table 2) for other cases,
such a value of f 2 /K is not unreasonable. On the contrary,
the other extreme value f 2 /K = 0.6, obtained in the antiparallel
case, is definitely outside the range of theoretical expectation,
1.5 to 3.5 (Shield 1969). -Therefore, it seems unlikely that
n
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the inward shift could be related to a change in the solar
wind laminar flow pressure on the boundary.
The reversal of the magnetosheath field just before 1730
could have another consequence: it could produce a reconnection
of the interplanetary and geomagnetic field and consequently
an increase in the drag due to a normal component of the
magnetic field to the boundary (Levy, et. al., 1963, Sonnerup
and Cahill, 1967). We show in another paper(Aubry, et. al.,
1970), that although no steady reconnection occurred at the
boundary near the satellite, an extremely variable and non-
steady tangential discontinuity with transient normal components
was observed.
5.	 Consequences of the Inward Motion
We saw in section 3 that the magnetopause moved radially
inwards from 1700 until at least 1915 UT. This amounted to a
change of nose position of 11.7 to 9.8 Re. In section 4, we
saw that the only possible explanation of this was a change
in the nature of the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction,
presumably from a condition of laminar flow to some other state.
The cause of this change was the appearance of a southward
component in the external field. In this section we will
investigate the effects of this motion of the magnetosphere.
We can check first whether the shift produced any compression
of the magnetic field inside the magnetopause. Such a compression
should be associated with an increase in the surface currents
v. - 1
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on the magnetopause and so should produce an increase in the
ground magnetic field and a larger increase in the magnetic
field just inside the boundary.
To calculate the ground magnetic field we use the formula
given by Mead (1964) relating the variation AB  of the equatorial
ground magnetic field to the variation of the geocentric distance
RN
 of the nose between 11.7 and 9.8 Re.
©B	 25,000	 RN1 3 -1	 (3)
1	 RNl	 RN2
1, l ly
If the shift produced a compression of the magnetospheric
cavity, the horizontal component of the magnetic field at the
equatorial stations should have increased by +lly between 1700
and 1900; this would appear as a variation of lly in the DST
during this period of time. Figure 5 does show an increase of
7y in the hourly average after 1700, as previously discussed
in section 4.
To calculate the magnetic field B 2
 just inside the magneto-
pause due to the surface currents we again use Mead's model
r
(Mead, 1964, Eq. 10). For 0900 LT in the equatorial plane just
inside the boundary, assuming that this boundary is defined
by equation 1, B 2
 can be written
B2(Y)	 41350
RN
17
For RN = 11.7 we obtain 26y, and for RN • 9.8 we obtain 44y,
i.e.,,a'variation of 18y between.1700 and 1900 UT. Fig. 1
shows that the difference between the total field inside the
magnetosphere and the dipole field between 1700 and 1900
remains roughly constant with a value between 20 and 30y, and
AB  is about zero.
Observing AB  (7y) on the ground not associated with AB 
at the magnetopause implies that the variation of the ground
magnetic field was not due to a compression of the magneto-
spheric cavity. Thus, a decrease of the ring current must
have been responsible for this change. This justifies a posteriori
our discussion in paragraph 4.2.
If there is no compression of the magnetic fie^.d inside
the cavity, the inward shift of the boundary implies a transport
of magnetic flux from the front part of the magnetosphere to
the tail. A very crude estimate of this transport can be made.
Assuming that-the equatorial sections of the boundary are semi-
circular with initial and final radii of 11.7 and 9.8 Re and
that the magnetic field is vertical with a 50y amplitude, this
represents a flux of about 10 16 Maxwell transported in two
hours, which implies a flux rate of the order of 10 12 Maxwell
per second. That is comparable to the flux wates assumed by
Atkinson (1966), namely, 10 11 to 1013 Maxwell per second carried
into the tail before substorms. The flux in a tail of 20 Re
radius with a 20y magnetic field is about 10 17 Maxwell. So
the shift of the boundary should produce an increase of the
tail magnetic flux of about 15%.
r
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Were there any consequences of this increase in the tail
magnetic flux? To check this, we looked at the data from
several magnetic observatories located on the nightside of
the earth. Their position at 1700 UT is shown in Figure 3.
At 1900 UT Tashkent was at midnight local time. Note that
Sodankyla is the only auroral zone observatory available at
this time. The others are mid-latitude ones. In Figure 5
the magnetograms from these six stations are shown.
Examining Figure 5 we see that the growth phase of a
substorm (McPherron 1969) begins at Sodankyla Just before 1800.
The beginning of the recovery phase of this substorm before
1930 is indicated by a dashed line in Figure 5. The deviation
at the mid-latitude station is rather weak but there is little
doubt that this substorm is responsible for the increase in
the ring current (increase of the negative DST component)
after 1900. A second substorm is recorded after 2200 UT.
The growth phase of a substorm is presumably a manifestation
of enhanced magnetospheric convection and inward motion of the
plasma from'the tail (McPherron 1969). If this interpretation
of the growth phase is correct, our observations suggest that
a rather short delay, less than 30 minutes, existed between the
beginning of the inward shift of the dayside magnetopause and
the first  noticeable return flux of plasma from the tail.
It appears then that the consequence of such an inward
motion as we observed at this time, one producing no field
compression and caused by a southward component, is the transport
t	 Ak
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of flux to the tail. Thies transport increases the inward
convection of plasma almost immediately. The ultimate result
of this transport is a substorm.
6.	 Discussion
Much work has justifiably been done on correlating inter-
planetary parameters with magnetospheric indices of geomagnetic
activity. Unfortunately, the geomagnetic indices generally
used (Kp or a p ) respond to several kinds of geomagnetic
phenomena, world-wide events or bay events for instance, and
the various parameters characterizing the solar wind are inter-
correlated themselves. So it is very difficult to determine the
specific consequence in the magnetosphere of the change of
only one solar wind parameter. Recently Hirshberg and Colburn
(1969) have examined this question in depth, using both new
observations and previous results. They confirmed the high
correlation of a southward interplanetary field with geomagnetic
disturbances, and found that the highest correlation occurred
I
hen the GSM coordinate system was used to describe the inter-
planetary field. As a hypothesis regarding the relation
between the solar wind parameter and the magnetosphere, they
suggested first that world-wide geomagnetic fluctuations would
be associated with fluctuating large amplitude interplanetary
magnetic fields, this association being independent of the
field orientation and second that bay events would be associated
with southward magnetic fields.
7-
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Our results confirm this second point, namely, the existence
of a southward component of the interplanetary field leads to
a substorm, or bay through the erosion of dayside magnetospheric
flux resulting in increased total magnetic flux in the tail.
It is presumed that the release from the tail sometime later of
this flux which represents a storage of energy, provides the
energy subsequently deposited in the magnetosphere during the
substorm. Thus the correlation between K  and the southward
component of the interplanetary field arises through the magnetic
effects of substorms. This, of course, agrees with the study
of Rostoker and Falthammar (1967). On the other hand, this in
no way implies that other solar wind parameters such as transverse
fluctuations (Ballif, et. al., 1967) do not directly affect K 
and in fact our results say nothing about world-wide fluctuations.
In regard to the time constant involved, Hirshberg and
Colburn (1969) have shown for a particular geomag:letic storm
that the main phase followed the occurrence of a southward
component of the interplanetary field within less than an hour.
This main phase corresponds to the increase in the ring current
subsequent to substo ms (Davis and Parthasarathy, 1967); and
let us note that the only difference between a classical substorm
as observed by us and the sequence of substorms that lead to
the main phase as observed by Hirshberg and Colburn r1969),rnay
be simply the state of the solar wind at the time of 
`
the occurrence
of the southward component. In our example the increase in the
L
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ring current as measured by the DST occurred 1.5 hours after
the reversal.
Finally, regarding the absence of change in the solar
wind momentum, our results agree with those of Gosling, et. al.,
(1967) who have shown that there was no change in solar wind
momentum flux in association with the development of the April
17-18, 1965 storm. Unfortunately they had no magnetic field data.
Since the flux eroded from the dayside magnetosphere must
appear in the tail, the question arises as to how this result
agrees with previous measurements of the tail field. Feldman,
et. al., (1970) have shown that far down the tail, the field
strength is determined by the thermal pressure of the solar
wind. Thus changing the total flux in the tail would merely
change the tail radius at these distances. However, if we do
increase the radius of the tail, we expect an increase in the
tail field strength near the earth since we produce more flaring
cf the boundary in this region. Near the earth such a change
in the tail field strength has been observed (Lazarus, et. al.,
1968; Fairfield and Ness, 1970).
In summary our measurements are'in agreement with previous
observations. What we have added to the picture of the solar
wind-magnetosphere interaction is the observation of the erosion
of flux from the dayside magnetosphere following the reversal
of the interplanetary field and preceding the substorm. Irt,
addition our results show that one cannot simply infer the
I
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instantaneous position of the magnetopause from a knowledge of
the solar wind momentum flux and that within two hours the
position of the magnetopause can vary significantly under
apparent quiet solar wind conditions. This is important if
one attempts to model the boundary currents to predict magneto-
spheric fields.
7.	 Conclusion
By using the data from the UCLA experiments on the OGO-5
satellite we have shown evidence for a change in the magneto-
pause position occurring between a reversal (northward to
southward) of the interplanetary field and the occurrence of a
substorm on the nightside of the earth.
Let us summarize our results.
On March 27, 1970 at 1700 the magnetopause position
recorded by the inbound OGO 5 satellite corresponds to a ,nose
distance of 11.7 Re. The solar wind parameters were measured
by the MIT and NASA-Ames experiments aboard Explorer 35: The
interplanetary magnetic field at this time had a northward
component and from the measured value of the solar wind momentum
flux, we determine the value 1.9 for the parameter f2/K
(Shield 1969) of the interaction between the solar wind and the
magnetosphere.
After about 1710 the solar wind magnetic field turned
southward at the moon. In about 14 minutes this reversal should
have propagated to the magnetopause. At 1731 UT, OGO 5 recorded
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the magnetopause moving inward. From this time till 1915 UT
multiple magnetopause crossings were recorded and the observed
field in the magnetosheath was systematically southward. The
last average position of the boundary is estimated to correspond
to a nose dl,stance of 9.8 Re.
During this whole period of time no change in the solar
wind momentum flux occurred. A change in the parameter of
interaction f 2 /K could be responsible for the change in the
nose distance, but the value of f 2 /K corresponding to the
last position of the nose is 0.6 and does not correspond to
theoretical expectations for laminar flow at the boundary,
(Lees 1964). On the other hand none of the multiple crossings
present evidence for steady reconnection between the inter-
planetary and geomagnetic field (Aubry et. al., 1970).
From ohservation of the DST variation and of the field
amplitude just inside the boundary, we may conclude that this
inward motion of the boundary, beginning just before 1730, was
not produced by a decrease of the ring current and did not
produce a significant compression of the magnetospheric field,
so the corresponding magnetic flux must have been brought
entirely into , ! .e tail.
Between 1730 and 1800, the beginning of the growth phase
of a substorm was recorded at the auroral zone magnetic
observatory of.Sodankyla. The expansion phase of this substorm
after 1900 was observed also by several mid-latitude stations.
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In this event, the delay between the reversal of the
field at the boundary causing its inward motion and the ground
observations of the return flow from the tail was less than
half an hour.
We recalled in the discussion that the relation between
the southward component of the interplanetary field and the
substorms has been inferred in different ways by many authors.
We have presented in this study the first observation of the
complete sequence of events leading from a reversal of the
interplanetary field from northward to southward, to a substorm
through the inward motion of the dayside magnetopause. The
only missing observation is the increase of the tail magnetic
field prior to the substorm because we did not have data from
the magnetospheric tail. From another point of view the
simultaneous observation of a steady solar wind momentum flux
and of a magnetopause moving inward subsequent to a reversal of
the interplanetary field proves that the instantaneous position
of the magnetopause cannot be always computed from the laminar
flow theory alone.
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CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.	 Variation of the magnetic field versus universal
time on March 27, 1968. The GSM reference system
is uued; BT refers to the total field.
Fig. 2.	 Variation of the magnetic field as measured in
the reference system of the satellite, versus
universal time from 1719 to 1919 UT on March 27,
1968. The letters BCD refer to the position of
the satellite as seen in Figure 3.
Fig. 3.	 Projection of the orbit of OGO-5 in the GSM
equatorial plane at the time of the observations.
The position of some magnetic observatories at
1700 UT is shown as well as the extreme extra-
polated positions of the boundary.
Fig. 4.	 Variation of the orientation and amplitude of
the solar wind magnetic field as measured by the
NASA-Ames experiment aboard Explorer 35 and position
of the moon at the time of our observations. The
meaning of the 9 and 0 angles in the XYZ solar equatorial
reference system is explained at the bottom right
of the figure.
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Fig. 5.	 Magnetograms from the nightside observatories. The
double arrows represents 50y amplitudes at each
•Cation. The black dots on each axis indi ate the
crossing of the midnight meridian. A vertical
dashed line after 1900 UT shows the beginning
of the recovery phase of the substorm. The DST
variation and the geomagnetic planetary three
hours range K  indices are shown at the bottom.
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Appendix II
Financial Report
NASA Grant NGR 44-006-001
Report of Expenditures
For the period	 For the period
71/69	 to 12/31/69	 5/1/59	 12/31/69
	
$48,491.96
	
$812,142.86
	
8,770.45	 455,1L2_ 55
	
-' $ 57,262.41	 -'^	 $1,267,305.41
235,429.10
120,000.00
Salaries
Pro fes iona1.
Student,30
Overhead
at 50% of Salaries
included in the
first $1,150,000
expended
at 25% of Direct
Costs not to
exceed $120,000
of the nex I-
$600, 000 c -•.pended
at 20% of Direct
Cost of the next
$1,300,000 expended
Expendable Supplies &
Materials	 25,780.58
Minor Equipment
	 11, 3 .5.5. . 17
.21,448.72
	
177,180.00	
532,609.10
508,485.58
170,167.05
	
37,135.75
	
678,652.63
Major Equipment 	 12,845.46	 334,497.76
Commitments Outstanding:
Salaries
	 21641.84
Materials & Supplies
	 10,051.85
Equipment:	 16,796.50
Overhead for
Commitments	 5,898.04
35,388.23 35,388.23
Totals	 $164,080.57 $2,848,453.13
(Major Equipment
`	 Fused Quartz Precision Pressure Gauge
0-800 min of Iig differential head $
	
1,900.00
Continuum Radiation Source System Consisting of_:
1 Model 29A Pulsed Energ	 Source SIN HLL5
1 Model 27A Continuum Radiation Head
1 Interconnecting High Voltage coaxial cable
1 Spare Plastic Plasma Insert 2,410.78
Recorder with (1) Integrator Model #150 PTN
(7101 B Series or channel 2 in 7100B Series)
1 Soft Zero Right side, Model #250PTN - SIN 844"03660
2 Input Module
2 Model #02 OPTN calibrated for 8" Travel (FS) 2,700.10
Recorder with 1 415 OPTN Integrator 1,994,40
Oscillator Plug-in Unit 1,306.56
Sweep Oscillator 1,331.57
X-Y Recorder 1,2 0_2. 05
Total
_
$r	 12,845.46
i
